In the first game the boys played Glenunga. There were many opportunities throughout the game to score, however, only one goal was scored through a brilliant strike from Jordan D. Final score 1-0.

Game two against Blackwood was a more open affair with free flowing play which resulted in more goals being scored. The boys worked hard and were rewarded on the score board—final score 5-2. Aistis B 2, Dillon K 2, Marcus S. Good luck to the boys who will now go through to Round 2. Joel Morizzi—Sport Coordinator.

In Round 1 of the Open Knockout Football, the boys gave it their best against Concordia unfortunately coming up short—8-2-50 to 10-7-67—Goals: Callan K-H 3, Tyler O, Angus R, Riley S, Nick C, Stratos T—1 goal each.

Game two was a different affair with Cabra defeating Aberfoyle Park 19-16-130 to 2-0-12. Callan K-H 5, Michael G 4, Saul M, Keelan L, Seb F, Angus R, Stratos T, Luca D-P, Tom A, Tyler F, Nick C, Mitch C—1 goal each.

Important Diary Dates

**Week 4 Term 2**
*Tuesday 24th May*
8/9 KO Football—team selected

**Week 5 Term 2**
*NO BASKETBALL TRAINING—EXAMS IN GYM*
*Thursday 2nd June*
Primary KO Netball—team to be selected
Primary KO Soccer—team to be selected
Primary KO Football—team to be selected

*Friday 3rd June*
8/9 KO Soccer—team to be selected

**Week 6 Term 2**
*NO TRAINING OR GAMES THIS WEEK—LONG WEEKEND*
*Wednesday 8th June*
Intercol— Football, Basketball, Soccer, Netball—at Cardijn College—4pm—Teams to be selected

*Thursday 9th June*
Oakbank Cross Country—Team to be selected

**Week 7 Term 2**
*Monday 12th June*
Queen’s Birthday—Long weekend

*Thursday 16th June*
SACPSSA Touch Carnival—Team to be selected
8/9 KO Netball—team to be selected
Results

**Squash**
Yr 9 Mixed Squash def by Sacred Heart 0-4.

**Basketball**
Snr Boys - BYE
Jnr Boys - BYE

**Football**
Yr 8/9 - A Good start to the season getting a win against Blackfriars. Straight out of the gates was Angus Parker setting up a goal with a sensational centre clearance from the first bounce. Cabra dominated the first quarter but were a bit shaky forgetting which posts to kick through, finishing the quarter 5 goals 7 points to 0:0. Blackfriars came out in the second quarter with more intent putting some pressure on the boys. They kept their cool and kicked straighter kicking 5 goals 2 points and only conceding 2 goals. Even though Blackfriars were physically smaller, they were tough. In the second half they brought their tackling up a notch, however, Cabra stayed strong at all contests to go on to kick 4 goals 2 points for the quarter. The last quarter was a cakewalk for the boys continuing their momentum from the past three quarters. By staying strong and committing to all the contests, sharing the ball around and kicking some goals they were able to have a massive 95 point win. Good signs for the season boys, let's look for another win this week.


Best players: Joel C, Odin M, Seb C, Mitch C, Tom C, Angus P, Patrick O'D.

Youssef Rashad — Assistant Coach.

**Yr 6/7**
def by Scotch — 1-5 11 to 8-3 51. Liam W 1 goal.

Best players: Cooper T, Sam H, Liam W.

**Netball**

Senior A1 def by SHC: 15-35 Cabra competitive for three quarters, our second quarter resulted in SHC proving too strong. Although some positive plays, we will take away areas in which need improvement. Best players: Sarah B, Issy T.

Senior B1 def SHC 5: 47-6 Great teamwork reflects the score, well done girls. Best players: Kate B, Shauna G.

Senior B2 def St Michael's 3: 24-11 Good start to the season, the girls gelled together and played a competitive game. Best players: Maddi M, Sarah G.

Senior C1 def Mercedes 5: 27-17 Impressive game, well done girls. Best players: Eliza H, Annabel McC.

Yr 10A drew St Michaels: 21-21 An exciting game to start the season off. The first quarter 2-8 down. Over the next two quarters we worked hard and came back to be only one goal down. Over the first half of the last quarter we ended up 5 goals in front. Then we started making rush errors and St Michael's caught up to draw the game right near the final minute. Best players: Alycia M, Patricia K.

Yr 10B def by Mercedes 3: 11-20 There were some good player movement and passages of play, just a few errors resulted in turnovers and Mercedes able to capitalize. Good effort girls. Best Players: Sammy B, Sophie McC.

Yr 10C def by St Dominics 12-15. A competitive game,
Soccer

**Open** def Unley 2-1. Goal Scorers: Tristan B and Nick O. Best on Ground: Tristan, Sebastian, Matt. Cabra came back from a shaky start and a one goal deficit to find their feet and produce two clinical goals to start the season off with a solid win. **Tom Wood—Coach.**

**YR 10** drew with St Peters 4-4. An exciting, exhausting match with plenty of promising play. Everyone ran hard, with some good teamwork. Goals from Jack, Khai and Ben and plenty of other close misses. Great keeping by Sam S, defence by Anas B and Nqobile D, midfield work Max W and Luke B. **David Kilmartin—Coach.**

**Middle A** def by CBC 0-8. Best players: Isaac P, Kynan F.

**Middle B** def by CBC 1-5.

**Middle C** def Blackfriars 5-2. Best player: Thomas D—3 goals.

**Middle D** def by CBC 0-8. A glorious Autumn Saturday morning greeted the start of the school soccer season. Unfortunately, we were ‘up against it’ from the start with only ten players. The Cabra boys were willing from the start, and we had a few promising forward runs but most of the time we were forced into defending in our back half. Hugh was our dominant player in the first half, with Dylan on the wing, Michael in midfield and James P in defense also playing well. At half time we changed a few positions, and got more forward momentum. Hugh continued to play well, Ned had several strong runs forward from his wing, James P continued to play well as a central defender and Dylan was also strong playing across full back in the second half. Will, in goals in the second half, played an outstanding role. **Shane Pill—Coach.**

**Yr 7** def by Woodcroft 5-6. Ky A 3, Harrison P 2. Good effort team – bad luck!

**Primary Black** def Pulteney 8-5. Paddy O’D 3, Jakob R 2, Michael M 1, Oscar S 1, Arop R 1. Best on ground: Anastasia W, Paddy O’D, Jakob R.

**Primary Gold**—BYE

**Girls** def by Gleeson 1-3. Goal—Abigail W. All girls gave it their best and were unlucky to have those extra goals scored against them.

**General Information**

**Professional Sport Photos—purchase details**
Your Summer Team sports photos are now available to purchase online. Simply log on—academyphoto.com.au and use the following shoot key to view and purchase photos - WUEHUMV3. Photos ordered up until Sunday the 12th of June will have no postage and will be sent in a bulk lot to the school. After this date the photos will remain online however postage will apply to send directly to families home addresses.

**Sport Photos / News**
The Sport Office LOVES seeing photos of our teams at their weekend sport and hearing about news of students’ success in their outside school sports—please email any pictures/news through to jhealy@cabra.catholic.edu.au

**Congratulations!**
Congratulations to all those Cabra Basketballers who took part in the State Championships on the weekend. Well done especially to all those who were part of the winning teams; Zoe W-R (10R), Erina M (11W), Liam G (12W0 (pic), Ella S (10R). Well done also to Ethan S who has made the U16 State Basketball Team. Well done to Ella S (10R) who has been selected in the State U16 girls’ Basketball Team. Good luck to Liam W (7B) who is currently involved in State Basketball and training for National Championships being held in June.

Well done also to Amelia R (7W) tried out for the U15 State SACA Girls Cricket Team and as a result she has been selected in squad of 17 girls. The hard work now begins with training to try and make the team. They will be selecting 13 out of the 17 girls in the squad—good luck!